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Leadershipselection, internalpromotion,
and bureaucraticcorruptionin less
developed polities
James E. Rauch Departmentof Economics,
Universityof California, San Diego

Abstract.The establishmentof a professional governmentbureaucracyin place of political
appointees is an importantcomponent of an enabling environmentfor private enterprise. I
show that internalpromotioncan help to bring to power individualswho highly value (relative to income) imposition of their preferences over collective goods on the public. Such
individuals restrain the corruption of their subordinatesas a byproduct of their efforts to
implement their preferences using tax revenue.As a result, large-scale and petty corruption
tend to move togetherand both tend to be lower the longer the practice of internalpromotion
has been in place. JEL Classification:D73
Selection des leaders,promotion interne, et corruptionbureaucratiquedans les pays en voie
de developpement.La mise en place d'une bureaucratiegouvernementaleprofessionnelle
pour remplacer les nominations politiques constitue un 6l6ment importantpour creer un
environnementporteurpour l'entreprise privee. On montre que la promotion interne peut
aider a porter au pouvoir des personnes qui valorisent beaucoup la possibilite d'imposer au
public leurs pref6rencesquant aux biens collectifs (par opposition a la simple recherche de
revenus personnels accrus). De telles personnes vont limiter la corruption de leurs subordonnes en cherchanta imposer leurs pr&f6rencesdans l'usage des rentreesfiscales. En cons6quence, la grande et la petite corruptiontendent a etre co-reliees, et toutes deux tendent a
d6croitrea proportionque l'on pratiquela promotion interne.
1. Introduction
Recent analyses of economic policy-making in less developed countries (LDCs)
have stressed that the individuals who make up the state apparatuses can to some
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extentact independently,ratherthanrespondingpassively to voters or interestgroups
as in much of the political economy literature.Such a state might be expected to
exhibit the 'predatory'behaviourpredictedby writers like Lal (1988), as each state
functionaryseeks to implementregulationson privatesector economic activity that
will maximize the bribes he can extract. Indeed, we do observe such purely rentseeking states in LDCs. A good example is the former Zaire, of which President
Mobutustated 'holding any slice of public power constitutes a veritable exchanged
instrument,convertible into illicit acquisition of money or other goods' (Young
1978, 172). What is remarkableis that some LDC governmentsdo not act as predators.In EastAsia, for example, the KoreanandTaiwanesestates have workedhand
in glove with the privatesector to promote investmentand enhance the capacity of
private firms to enter internationalmarkets (Amsden 1989; Wade 1990), earning
these governmentsthe moniker 'developmentalstates.'
The use of institutionalratingsproducedby countryrisk services for international
investorshas allowed documentationof variabilityof the quality of centralgovernment bureaucraciesand of their effects on economic performanceto go beyond case
studies to statistical analysis. Knack and Keefer (1995) use ratings by the InternationalCountryRisk Guide (ICRG)of 'corruptionin government'and 'bureaucratic quality'in one of their indices of institutionalquality and use a ratingby Business
andEnvironmentalRisk Intelligence(BERI)of 'bureaucraticdelays' in the other,and
Mauro(1995) uses ratingsby BusinessInternational(BI) of 'bureaucracyandredtape'
and 'corruption'in his index of bureaucraticefficiency. Knack and Keefer find positive and significanteffects of both of their institutionalquality indices on growthin
per capita GDP,and Maurofinds the same for his index of bureaucraticefficiency.
While the cross-countrystatistical evidence reinforces the idea that differential
governmentalperformance may have an impact on economic growth, it tells us
little aboutwhat kind of institutionalcharacteristicsare associated with lower levels
of corruption or red tape. If the findings just listed are meaningful, it is worth
identifying which characteristicsof governmentbureaucracieslead to good ratings
from the ICRG, BERI, and BI on the variables cited above. In his comparative
analysis of the role of the state in the development of several LDCs, Evans (1992,
1995) arguesthatprofessionalizationof the statebureaucracyis a necessary (though
not sufficient) condition for a state to be 'developmental.'The key institutional
characteristicsof what he calls 'Weberian'bureaucracyinclude meritocraticrecruitment through genuinely competitive examinations, Civil Service procedures for
hiring and firingratherthanpolitical appointmentsand dismissals, and filling higher
levels of the hierarchythroughinternalpromotion.
In previous work I studiedthe potential impactthatbureaucraticprofessionalism
could have on the positive role that the state can play in economic developmentby
providing complementaryinputs for the private sector.' I now wish to turn to the
1 Specifically,in Rauch (1995b) I hypothesizedthat establishmentof a professional bureaucracyin
place of political appointeeswill lengthen the period that public decision makersare willing to wait
to realize the benefits of expenditures,leading to allocation of a greaterproportionof government
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impact of 'Weberianism'on the negative effect the state can have on economic
developmentthroughcorruptionor 'predation.'The problemis that we really do not
know how the various elements that add up to professional bureaucracyrestrain
predatorybehaviour (assuming they in fact do so) and thus do not know what to
expect when not all of these elements are present, as might typically be the case.
In the next section I develop an intuitive argumentfor why internalpromotion
might tend to generatebetterperformanceat both the upperand lower levels of the
bureaucratichierarchy.Before formalizing this argumentin section 4 and thereby
making clear the conditions under which the key results obtain, I build a model of
large-scale andpetty bureaucraticcorruptionin section 3. In the concluding section
I discuss some possible extensions of the model.
2. The argument
Bureaucraticcorruptionis typically addressedusing a principal-agentmodel (see,
e.g., Klitgaard1988), but the standardassumptionof such work is that the principal
himself is not corrupt,which misses the entireproblemof the predatorystate. If we
are to retain the utility of the principal-agentmodel without being irrelevant,we
must therefore model corruption on the part of the principal. This could mean
grafting a model of the entire political process onto a model of bureaucraticcorruption.I choose instead to take a simpler approachand abstractfrom the political
process by focusing on one autonomous executive bureaucracy,whose corruption
and supply of public goods determinethat of the entire government.In doing so I
am inspired by the example of Soskice, Bates, and Epstein (1992).2 I also borrow
fromthis paperthe assumptionof a hierarchicaldivision of labourwithin the bureaucracy, where decisions can be made only at the top and implemented only at the
bottom, and the assumptionthat individualsmay enjoy leadershipfor its own sake.
In empirical application my modelling strategy amounts to seeing what can be
explained by the structureof the bureaucracy,taking the political process as exogenous. One might argue that the political process can negate any incipient effects
that bureaucraticstructuremight generate,but my researchcited above offers some
hope that this is not always the case.
resourcesto long-gestationperiod projects such as infrastructure.I also hypothesizedthat this increased governmentinvestmentin inputs complementaryto privatecapital will increase the rate of
economic growth.These hypotheses were tested using data generatedby a 'naturalexperiment'in
the early partof this century,when a wave of municipalreformtransformedthe governmentsof
many U.S. cities. Controllingfor city and time effects, adoptionof Civil Service was found to increase the shareof total municipal expenditureallocated to road and sewer investment,while other
reforms adoptedduringthis period did not have this effect. This share, in turn,was found to have a
positive effect on growth in city manufacturingemployment.
2 Another strandof the literatureaddresses the effects of interagencycompetition on corruption
(Rose-Ackerman 1978; Shleifer and Vishny 1993). In this paper I only examine intraagency
bureaucraticstructure.
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The model of sections 3 and 4, below, contains two key elements. First, individuals are assumed to differ in their desire to exercise effective power, by which I
mean their desire to impose their preferencesover collective goods on the public.3
I call the level of this desire power-hungeror ph for short.4One can exercise effective power only when one can choose the mix of collective goods the bureaucracy
will supply,so one's ph can be satisfiedonly at the top of the bureaucratichierarchy.
Second, there exist different opportunitiesfor corruptionat the different levels of
the bureaucracy.At the bottomone can engage in 'petty corruption,'which is defined
as stealing tax revenues intended for provision of public goods. An example would
be taking kickbacks as a percentage of the value of contracts awardedto collect
garbageor build a road.At the top one can engage in 'large-scale corruption,'which
is definedas the use of state regulatorypowersto createrents.An example would be
establishmentof a state trading monopoly in which one has a stake directly or
throughrelatives.
To see how these two elements interactI need to specify some more details of the
model. The bureaucracyconsists of one chief and a small number of deputies. I
make the realistic assumptionthat the chief needs the deputies to carry out their
tasks in order for the bureaucracyto supply goods and services, but that he can
pursue corruptionon his own (or with the help of relatives and friends). The deputies allocate their time between their assigned tasks and (petty) corruption.The
chief allocates his time between monitoringthe deputies and (large-scale) corruption. A high-ph chief will closely supervise his deputies to force them to implement
his will by using the tax revenue under their control to supply the mix of public
goods he has chosen, leaving him little time for corruptpursuits.A low-ph chief is
not interested in imposing his preferences over collective goods and hence spends
little time supervising his deputies, instead concentratingon creatingand appropriating rents while they rob the public till.
Now suppose we institute a rule of internal promotion (the component of Weberian bureaucracyemphasized by Soskice, Bates, and Epstein 1992), so that the
next chief can be chosen only from the currentdeputies ratherthan from the entire
population. This means that deputies have more than a negligible chance of becoming chief and exercising power. I argue that this will generate an important
kind of self-selection among deputies. Any deputy wants to enjoy petty corruption
and also wants to be promoted and enjoy large-scale corruption.A high-ph deputy, however, wants to be promoted more because he will also enjoy exercise of
effective power. It follows that if there is any effective supervision, a high-ph
deputy would respond by reducing his petty corruptionmore than would a low-ph
3 For simplicity I assume that all individuals in the society are identical in the extent to which they
care about income (but see footnote 14 in section 4 below).
4 The parallel concept in Soskice, Bates, and Epstein (1992) is 'ambition.'They do not allow ambition to vary across individuals, however,nor can they clearly distinguish it from the rate at which
individuals discount the future.The latter limitation is related to the fact that the governmentin
their model does not do anythingwith the revenue it collects (other than consume it).
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deputy.5Since deputies who care about effective power are more likely to become
chief, chiefs are more likely to care about effective power. A chief who values
exercise of effective power highly will, in turn, spend more time supervising his
deputies to ensure that they are carrying out their tasks and less time looking for
ways to line his own pockets. Thus, internal promotion is a self-reinforcing system that increases the expected ph of chiefs, tending to increase the extent to
which the bureaucracyas a whole carries out its assigned tasks of public goods
provision and decrease the extent to which it implicitly taxes the private sector
through large-scale corruption.Note that whether or not there is a rule of internal
promotion, the model described predicts that the amounts of petty and large-scale
corruptionwill move together.
One could argue to the contrary,of course, that internalpromotion simply prevents the best candidates from being appointedto higher positions when they are
open. Again, to rely on the governmentto behave in this manneris to assume away
the problem of the predatorystate. A governmentbureaucracymight also want to
choose its chief from outside to avoid 'inbreeding'or overly cozy relationswith the
deputies. I would argue that the main reason to fear inbreeding is that it makes it
easier to conceal abuses from an externalmonitor,but a key featureof my model is
precisely the absence of an externalmonitor.In 'more developed polities' in which
checks and balances for decision-makers are more effective, the inbreeding case
against internalpromotion gains persuasiveness.
Note that I do not claim that the mix of collective goods chosen by a high-ph
chief will be more (or less) close to the preferences of the public than the mix
chosen by a low-ph chief. While a change from a low-ph chief to a high-ph chief
will have a beneficial impact on public welfare by reducing large-scale and petty
corruption,it is therefore conceivable that this could be more than offset by preferences over collective goods that differ more from those of the public than the
preferences of the low-ph chief.
3. The model without internal promotion
There are three kinds of agents in the model: the public, the deputies, and the chief.
There exists a continuumof agents of measuren. As in Soskice, Bates, and Epstein
5 The readermight reasonablyask why the deputies do not use tax revenue to bribe the chief and
thus rendersupervision ineffective. The answer is that the chief's comparativeadvantagein largescale corruptionleads him to satisfy his desire for income throughthis channel and satisfy his
desire to exercise effective power using tax revenue. Obviously,this answer works only if the
chief's ph is sufficiently high. If it is not, the deputies use all tax revenue under their control
either for personal consumption or to bribe the chief and governmentsupply of collective goods is
zero. (See also the discussion in subsection 3.4.) I would venture to guess, however,that in realworld bureaucracieswhere this outcome is observed the proximatecause is not low ph but rather
the monopolization of opportunitiesfor large-scale corruptionand/or exercise of effective power
by politicians, making the ph of the top-level bureaucratirrelevant.Thus, the worst possible outcome in terms of provision of collective goods occurs when bureaucratsare both unsupervisedby
politicians and powerless.
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(1992), I assume an overlapping-generationsstructurewhere agents live for two
periods. Every agent is endowedwith one unit of time in each of the two periods of
his life. Agents obtain utility from consumptionof a public and a privategood, the
latter serving as numeraire.It is convenient to assume that this utility is additively
separablenot only across time but also across goods.
Several parameters,assumed to be constant over time, are set for the bureaucracy by the political process: its total budget T, financed by tax revenues; the
numberof deputies N, a small integer; and the level of (retirement)compensation
per deputyR, discussed when we describe the deputy'sproblem below. Some deputies are fired and never receive R. I denote the 'survival' rate of deputies in any
time period by st, which is determinedby simply dividing the numberof deputies
who were not fired in the previous period by N. The bureaucracypurchases q units
of the privategood to produce each unit of the public good, where q is assumed to
be constant over time. There are no capital marketsin the model, ensuring that in
any period the maximumfunds availableto the bureaucracyto purchasethe private
good equal
T- s,NR.

(1)

The maximumnumberof units of the public good that the bureaucracycan produce
in any period is therefore
(T- s,NR)q.

(2)

The public good is a differentiatedproduct of which a continuum of types can be
produced. An example could be transportationinfrastructure,which can be supplied by a mix of roads, rail facilities, airports,and so forth, so that we can think of
the various mixes of equal cost as correspondingto the 'types' of public good.
3.1. Thepublic
It is assumed that the public is subjected to two forms of taxation, explicit and
implicit, which form the respective bases for two types of corruption,petty and
large scale. Explicit taxation means taxation in the usual sense of the word: trade
taxes, sales taxes, income taxes, and so on. These are the tax revenues T, defined
above. These tax revenues may fall prey to petty corruption:the deputies charged
with procuringthe privategoods necessary to produce the public good may instead
procuresome of these privategoods for themselves. Implicit taxationis assumedto
be the sole prerogativeof the chief and is equivalentto the large-scale corruptionhe
undertakes.Following Shleifer and Vishny (1993), I assume that implicit taxation
(large-scale corruption) is more distortionarythan explicit taxation. In order to
keep the model simple, I implement this distinction by assuming that explicit taxation is non-distortionary(i.e., lump sum), while implicit taxation takes a very
simple distortionaryform, to be described below.
Denote by zt the percentageof funds given by (1) that escapes the petty corruption of the deputies. From (2), the number of units of the public good actually
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suppliedby the bureaucracyequals z*(T - s,NR)q. The utility obtained from consumption of the public good at time t by a representativemember of the public in
the first period of her life is then
= u1(z*(T-stNR)/qh(vt)),
ult

(3)

where v measuresthe 'distance' between this agent's ideal type of public good and
the type actually supplied, and h is a 'compensationfunction'that is monotonically
increasing and satisfies h (0) = 1.6
As do Soskice, Bates, and Epstein (1992), I assume that the public can defend
itself against the predation of the bureaucracyonly by withdrawingits resources
from the market.In the language of Hirschman(1970), the public in my model has
the option of 'exit' but not that of 'voice.' This is what I mean by 'less developed
polities' in the title of this paper.7Specifically, I follow Ades andVerdier(1996) in
assuming that each member of the public can allocate her unit of time between two
activities that produce the private good. The first has decreasing returnsto scale,
with outputgiven byf(l1t),f' > O,f" < 0,f'(0) = oo,f'(1) = 0, where 11tis labour
input to activity 1 at time t. The output of this activity cannot be taxed by the chief
and can be interpretedas subsistence agricultureor informal sector activity. The
second productiveactivity has constantreturnsto scale, with outputgiven by a2t .
The output from this activity is taxable by the chief and can be interpreted as
modern or formal sector output. Since 1,t + 12t = 1, we can simplify notation by
letting'2t It so that1It = 1 - i, andfurthersimplifywithoutloss of generalityby
choosing units so that a = 1.
Since there are no capital markets, each member of the public will spend her
entire after-taxincome in every period on consumption of the private good ct:
ct = (1 - rt)lt +f(1

-

Il)

-

(4)

Tln,

where r is the chief's tax rate.The utility obtained from consumptionof the private
good at time t by a member of the public in the first period of her life is given by
u2(ct), where u' > 0, u"'< 0, and u'(0) = oo. Each member of the public chooses
it and 1t+I to maximize her discounted sum of expected utility, given by
VP = Ult + U2(ct) +

(5)

6(EuIt+I+ EU2(CtlI)),

where u is the rate at which the agent discounts the future (o
expectation operator,and uIt is given by (3).

<

6

<

1), E is the

6 Here I have modelled preferences over the differentiatedproductexactly as in Helpman (1981).
7 The 'less developed polity' assumption imposes some importantlimitations on the ability of my
model to explain corruption.Since the public has no say in whether or not the decision-maker
remains in power, he has no need to 'buy off' the public throughpatronagejobs, for example,
leaving ono of the most importantforms of corruptionunexplained.Avoiding such limitations will
requirea more comprehensiveand ambitious approachthan I have taken here.
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It is clear that the decision of the representativemember of the public is completely time separable and that the first-ordercondition for a maximum in every
time period is given by
1 - r =f'(1 - 1),

(6)

yielding the implicit function 1*(r). Clearly,the value of outputis maximized when
1 is chosen so thatf'(1 - 1) = 1, so any r > 0 constitutes a distortionarytax.
3.2. The deputies
Each of the N deputiescontrols an equal shareof the availablefunds (1) and chooses
how much of his one unit of time to allocate to procurementof the public good, the
remainderbeing devoted to petty corruption.It is simplest to equate this time allocation decision to the choice of z, the percentage of funds under his control that is
actually spent on the public good, in which case 1 - z becomes the share of these
funds spent on private goods for himself. If a deputy is caught engaging in petty
corruption(z < 1), he is fired.8
I make a numberof assumptionsthat simplify the structureof the representative
deputy'sproblemwithout affectingthe qualitativenatureof the results of the model.
Each deputy controls funds only in the first period of his life. In the second period
of his life, if he was not fired, he receives a fixed retirementcompensation (e.g., a
pension) R, while if he was fired, he becomes a memberof the public. It follows that
in the first period of his life the consumption of the private good by the representative deputy equals (1 - zt)(T - stNR)/N - Tln, whereas in the second period of
his life his consumptionof the privategood equals R - Tin if he was not fired and
is given by (4) if he was fired.R is assumed to be set at a level such that a deputy is
worse off if he is fired. The purpose of these assumptions is thus to capture as
simply as possible the trade-off a deputy might face when engaging in petty corruption. I also assume that when he is employed by the governmenta deputy is at
his 'bliss point' with regardto consumptionof the public good. If we again use the
example of transportationinfrastructurefor the public good, we might interpretthis
assumptionto mean that a deputy has access to a privatecar and chauffeursupplied
by the governmentfor short trips and to a privatehelicopter or jet for longer trips.
Obviously,in the real world this assumptionis more accuratefor the chief (to whom
it will also apply) than for his deputies.The reason I make it for the latteris to avoid
complicating the representativedeputy'sproblem by letting his choices of z influence his public as well as his private good consumption.9Finally, I assume that a
8 Klitgaard(1988) notes that the penalty for being caught engaging in corruptactivity is typically
dismissal; fines and/or prison terms are rare.
9 The assumptionthat the representativedeputy'sindividualpetty corruptionis too small to have an
impact on the aggregate public good supply is not availablebecause in section 4 I assume theie is
only one deputy in orderto simplify the analysis of internalpromotion. I do assume, however,that
the effect on s1+l of whether an individual deputy was fired in period t is too small to have an
impact on the aggregate public good supply in period t+ 1; in section 4 we will see that the availability of this assumptionis not an issue.
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deputy's maximized expected utility VD* exceeds that of the public VP* so that
every agent would ratherbe a deputy than a member of the public, and that deputy
positions are not rationed on the basis of any characteristicof importancefor the
behaviourof deputies in the model. This assumptionbecomes relevantin section 4,
when a deputy's chance of being named chief and exercising effective power is no
longer negligible, because it ensures thatthe ph of a deputy is drawnfrom the same
distributionas that of the general population.
I denote by A the probability with which a deputy is fired. A is a function not
only of z but also of e, the percentage of the one unit of time with which the chief
is endowed that he spends supervising his deputies. I assume that the function
A(z,e) has the properties A(z,O) = 0 V z and A(1,e) = V e. In addition:
i) aA/lz < 0 V e > 0, a2A/az2 ' 0: A deputy's probability of being fired is
decreasing in the share of funds he allocates to his assigned task (increasing in
the amountof petty corruptionin which he engages), at a rate that is (weakly)
diminishing.
ii) aA/ae > 0 V z < 1, a2A/ae2 ' 0: A deputy's probability of being fired is
increasingin the amountof time the chief spends supervisinghim, at a rate that
is (weakly) diminishing.
iii) a2A/azae < 0: The greaterthe chief's supervisoryeffort, the more discriminating he is in the sense thata given increasein z causes a greaterchange (decrease)
in the probabilitywith which a deputy is fired.
A function A(z, e) that satisfies all of the above propertiesis (1 - z)aeP, a ?-1, 0 <
,/3? 1,,B'1.
The representativedeputychooses zt to maximize his discountedsum of expected
utility, given by
VD = ul +6EuIt+I + u2((1 -zt)(T-stNR)/N+

[(1 - A(zt,et))u2(R

-

Tin)

Tin) + A(z,,e,)El2(c7+ ujf,

(7)

where u'lis the utility obtainedfrom the bliss level of public good consumptionand
UIt+, is given by (3). Note that (7) incorporatesthe optimal choice a deputy would
make as a member of the public and the fact that in the second period of his life a
deputy enjoys the same consumptionof the public good regardlessof whetherhe is
fired.
The optimal choice of zt for the representativedeputy is given by the first-order
condition:10
U2((-zt)

(T -

S

NR)/N -ATln)-(Tn-)S(NR)8N
-

=-5(8A

(Zt,net)1azt )(U2 (R

10 Variables,+ is taken to be exogenous; see footnote 9.

-Tln) )-EU2

(Cf+ IA)

(8)
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which yields the implicit function z7(e,;R,...)

where et is assumed to take

on values such that (8) can be satisfied with equality by zt E [0,1].

This, in

turn, determines the amount of the public good that is actually provided to be
zf(T - s NR)/q, as in (3).
3.3. The chief
The chief is chosen from individualsin the second (last) ratherthan the firstperiod
of their lives. I assume thatthe maximumutility obtainedby the chief in the second
period of his life always exceeds that obtainableby a deputy or the public. Every
agent then prefersto be the chief ratherthan a deputy or a member of the public in
the second period of his life, so that in the absence of internalpromotionthe chief
is in effect chosen randomly from the population. In particular,he is not selected
(by the other agents or by himself) on the basis of his ideal type of public good or
his ph.
As mentioned above, the chief chooses how much of his one unit of time to
allocate to supervisionof his deputies. I assume thatthe rest of his time is allocated
to devising ways to enrich himself at the expense of the public. The most simple
formulation is to set t =

-et,

so that we can replace 1-

Tt with et in equations

(4) and (6) above. The chief's consumption of the private good is then given by

n(1 - e,)l7
Since the available funds (1) are exogenous to the chief (st having been determined by the actions of the previous chief), we can measurethe extent to which his
preferencesover the public good are made effective by the share of those funds that
is actually used to producethe type of public good he has chosen ratherthan winding up in the pockets of his deputies. Any measure of exercise of effective power
should therefore be increasing in z*. I denote such a measure by P(z*), where
P' > 0 and P" ?0.11
The chief's ph is measured by the random variable r,, which is drawn from a
distributionT that maps [m-,oo)into [0,1], where -qis defined below. In the absence
of internal promotion, T is the same as the fixed population distribution(D.The
utility of the chief is given by
VC = III + u2(n(l

et)l*) + -qP(z7).

-

(9)

If we assume that the chief acts as a Stackelbergleader and optimizes with respect
to the functions 1* and z*, his optimal choice of et is given by the first-order
condition
U2(n(1

-

et)l*)n[l*

-

(1

-

et)(dl*/det)] =

-qP'(z*)(dz*/det),

(10)

11 I have chosen to keep the specification of the function P as simple as possible. Undoubtedly,it
should contain more arguments.For example, it seems reasonablethat P should be increasing in
n, the number of people over whom power is being exercised, though this is unimportantin the
present context, since n is being treated as a constant.
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where q is assumed to take on values such that (10) can indeed be satisfied with
equality.We thereforedefine q as the minimumvalue of q such that (10) holds with
equality. (10) yields the implicit function e7Q,...).
3.4. Results
In each period, the model is technically an extensive-formgame with the following
order of moves: (1) Nature chooses the level of the chief's ph, 'q; (2) the chief
chooses his level of supervisory effort, e; (3) the representativedeputy observes e
and chooses the share of funds underhis controlthat he spends on the public good,
z; (4) the public observes e(= 1 - r) and z and chooses labour input to allocate to
the modern or formal sector, 1.The game is solved by backwardinduction.
In this equilibrium,the behaviourof the public, representativedeputy,and chief
is determinedby the first-orderconditions (6), (8), and (10). The key comparative
static results are given in propositions 1-3. I provide intuition for each of them,
confining all proofs to the appendix.
PROPOSITION1. dl*/de > 0. Clearly the amount of labour the public allocates to
marketed,taxableproduction as opposed to subsistence/informalsector, untaxable
production will depend negatively on the tax rate and hence positively on the effort
the chief spends supervising his deputies rather than plundering the public. This
behaviourgives rise to an inverted-Urelationship between the chief's supervision
effortand his income (implicittax revenue):when effortis zero, so that all marketed
output is taxed away, then the public devotes zero labour to taxable output and
implicit tax revenue is zero, but when effort is one, the tax rate is zero and implicit
tax revenue is again zero. Under a condition derived in the appendix there will be
no more than one local maximumfor tax revenuefor 0 < e < 1. I denote the
income-maximizingeffort level by e.

2.
PROPOSITION

dz7/det > 0. For the representative deputy, more intense supervision by the chief means that his probability of beingfired increases more steeply
with the percentage offunds under his control that he diverts into his own pocket
(a2A/azae < 0). This leads him to decrease thispercentage or increase thepercentage that he applies to provision of the public good.
Note that proposition 2 implies that large-scale corruptionand petty corruption
alwaysmove together.The levels of large-scale and thus petty corruptionare driven,
in turn, by the ph of the chief:
de*/dq > 0. Since the right-handside of (10) is positive, our definition of qrensures that et > e, so that the chief alwaysfaces a trade-offbetween
income and exercise of effective power. He is thus willing to increase his supervisory effort only when his desire to exercise effectivepower is stronger.
PROPOSITION
3.
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In summary,the greateris the chief's ph, the lower is the rate of implicit taxation
to which the public is subjected, the greater is the supply of the public good, and
the greateris the supply of labourto the modern/formal sector.12
Note that since e > 0, it is never optimal for the chief to spend zero effort on
supervisionof his deputies. If, for et = e, (8) is satisfied for zt > 0, this means that
the governmentalways supplies a positive amount of the public good. I leave it to
the readerto decide whether this would be a realistic feature of the model.13
4. The model with internal promotion
We now suppose that a bureaucraticinstitutionalstructureexists such that there is
'promotion from within,' meaning that the next chief is chosen from the pool of
deputies who are not fired. If all deputies are fired, the next chief is chosen randomly from the population, as in the previous section. As in Soskice, Bates, and
Epstein (1992), internalpromotionis assumed to be an institutionalfeaturebeyond
the control of the chief. The analysis is greatly simplified if we assume that there is
only one deputy (N = 1). (This assumption is also made by Soskice et al.) In the
conclusions I will briefly discuss extension of the model to allow for more than one
deputy.
Clearly,the existence of internalpromotion does not affect the behaviourof the
public derived in the previous section. For the chief, since z* is now a function of
the deputy's ph (as we will show immediately below) and is therefore a random
variable,we must replaceP in (9) with EP, where the expectationis computedusing
the density function so associated with the fixed population distributionc1 that is
defined in the previous section. Carryingthis change throughto (10), it is clear that
the key result de7*/dr> 0 is unaffected. Internalpromotion, of course, does qualitatively change the behaviourof the deputy. One effect is that it creates a greater
incentive on the part of the deputy to avoid being fired and thus choose a high z,
thereby reducing petty corruption. Here, we focus on the more novel result that
internalpromotion influences the behaviourof the deputy in such a way as to generate positive selection for the position of chief, thereby tending to reduce largescale corruptionas well.
Let the deputy'sph be measuredby the randomvariablee. We can now rewrite
(7) as
VD

=

ul + u2((1

+ 8[(1

-

-

zt)(T- stNR)/N-

A(zt,et))(u'1

T/n)

+ u2(n(1 - e7*1)1*1) + eEP(Z* 1))

+ A(zt,

et)

(Eu 1t+ I + Eu2 (ct+ ))],

(7)

12 We can also state that the greateris the chief's ph, the greateris the welfare of the public, under
the sufficient condition that the distance between the chief's ideal type of public good and that of
the public does not increase.
13 Rauch (1995a) containscomparativestatic analysis of changes in deputies'retirementcompensation
R and a discussion of how meritocraticrecruitmentof deputiescould be incorporatedinto the model.
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where e* 1 is the effort the currentdeputy will expend on supervision of his future
deputy in the event that he becomes chief, and all expectations are computedusing
the density function so (and with respect to the population distributionof the ideal
type of public good where necessary), since the ph of the next deputy is drawnfrom
the fixed population distributionCF,as is that of the next chief if the currentdeputy
is fired.We can simplify slightly by noting thatN 1 and that,because there is only
one deputywho eitherbecomes chief or is fired, there are never any retireddeputies
who need to receive compensation, so that st = 0 V t. The deputy chooses zt to
maximize this simplified version of (7'), generatingthe first-ordercondition:
ul ((I -zt)T-

Tln)T = -3(aA(zt, et)1azt)[u'j + U2(n(I - e* 1)1*1)
+

EP(z*

1) - (Eult+l

+Eu2(c71))]
(8'2C)

(8') yields the implicit functionz7*(et;n...), where, as in the previous section, et is
assumedto take on values such that (8') can be satisfied with equalityby zt E [0,1].
In the appendix we use (8') to prove:
dz*/de > 0. In contrast to the model without internalpromotion,
the deputy'sph now affects his behaviour: the higher his ph, the more he values
promotion to chief, and the more funds he devotes to implementing the current
chief's preferences over the public good to avoid beingfired. Of course the result
dz7*/det> 0 (proposition2) from the previous section still holds.
PROPOSITION
4.

We see that the institution of internal promotion has introducedan element of
selectivity into the drawing of the chief with regardto ph: the higher the deputy's
ph, the more is he likely to become chief, and only if he is fired is the chief drawn
randomlyfrom the populationdistributionof ph.14This selectivity breaksthe identity between J, the chief's distributionof ph, and CF,the population distributionof
ph. What can we say about T now?
To begin, fix the ph of the period t chief at q. It can then be shown that
0
t+ 1

)=

(p

[(I

-A (z 7(et (),

+J

),et(n)))

o(pa)A(z*(et*7

a), e *7)da.,

(1

14 The readermight think that if we allowed agents to differ with respect to 'greed,' since the greedy
more highly value promotionto chief, they would choose a higher z and be less likely to be fired.
This would generate selection in favour of greed when the chief is drawn.The same greed also
causes these agents to desire currentincome more intensely, however, leading them to choose a
lower z. It turns out that if we measure greed by a parameterHthat multiplies u2 and thus shifts
the marginalutility of income, it can be shown (see appendix) that dzI/dO < 0 in the internal
promotioncase. The reason is that a high 0 makes the benefits of being chief, other than income
(the bliss level of public good consumption and the exercise of effective power), relatively less
important.
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where '/? 1( ) is the probability that the chief in period t + 1 will have ph =
Intuitively,a chief of type 7 could be chosen in one of two ways: a deputy of type
7 could be chosen and promoted, or a deputy of any type could be fired and then a
chief of type I could be chosen. Given q, the probabilities of the first and second
events are given by the first and second terms of (11), respectively.Now we simply
relax the assumptionof a given ph for the period t chief and use (11) to obtain
t+ 1( o) =9(#Df

1It () ([ -A (z7*(e7(r), ),et(r)))
+f

o(a)A(z7*(e7(r,),a),e7(r,))da

dr,,

(12)

where f,, t (b)db = Tt (n) and o = o if we define period 0 as the period in which
internalpromotionis first instituted.Finally, in the appendix we prove:
PROPOSITION 5. T 'improves'monotonically with time in the sense of first-order
stochastic dominance:4ft
f (b)db ? f ' qit+/1(b)db,t = 0,1. Moreover,as t goes
to infinity, it must converge to i*, where /'* is defined by

q, 1(n

0D(/

J*(

(I1-A (z *(e * 7) B,e *(B

+r

(p(a)A(z*(e* Qq) a), e* ())da

d.

The intuition for proposition 5 is that a chief with a higher ph will spend more
effort on supervision of his deputy and therefore be more discriminating in his
firing (promotion)decision (condition (iii) on A), which in combinationwith proposition 4 ensuresthat the selection process for chiefs will displaypositive feedback.
Thus, the longer the institutional practice of internal promotion is in place, the
greater is the expected ph of the chief. We see that this element of bureaucratic
professionalizationtends to decrease not only petty but also large-scale corruption,
and throughboth mechanisms tends to increase the welfare of the public.15
5. Conclusions
In this paper I have argued that, in the absence of effective political oversight,
internalpromotion is a crucial institutionalfeature generatingbetter performance
from powerful state bureaucracies(the most powerful of which could include the
nation's chief executive). Internalpromotion acts to select for desire to exercise
15 Rauch (1995a) contains a discussion of how internalpromotionmight interactwith meritocratic
recruitmentof the deputy.
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effective power (ph) at the top of the hierarchy,with these individuals, in turn,
restrainingthe corruptionof their subordinates(deputies) as a byproductof their
efforts to implementtheirpreferencesoverpublic goods using tax revenue, and also
finding less time to carry out large-scale corruption of their own. It should be
noted, however, that while internal promotion may lead on average to a greater
share of the tax revenue collected to finance provision of public goods being spent
for its intended purpose, it does not create any greater tendency for the mix of
public goods supplied to match the preferences of the public. A secondary aim in
this paperhas been to disaggregate'corruption'into two categoriesthat are intended
to be mutually exclusive but not exhaustive: creation and appropriationof rents,
and misappropriationof tax revenue. In my model the levels of both types of corruptiontend to move together, driven by the ph of the chief of the bureaucracy.
The analysis of internalpromotion in section 4 was restrictedto the case of one
deputy. Extension of the model to allow for more than one deputy could generate
both additional predictions and policy opportunitiesrelated to details of institutional design. In particular,with more than one deputy one could divide the bureaucracy into multiple departmentssupervised by a common chief. Considerthe case,
analysed in more detail by Rauch (1995a), in which there are two departments,one
devoted to analysis or planning and the other devoted to operations.The operations
departmenthandles more funds and thus offers better opportunitiesfor petty corruption, making it the more attractivedepartmentfor all applicants, other things
being equal. Suppose, however, that the planning departmentis the one in which
future chiefs are 'groomed.' It is then possible that there will be self-selection for
high (low) ph on the part of applicants to the planning (operations) department.
This institutionalset-up could explain the existence of 'pockets of efficiency' ('bolsoes de eficiencia'; see Geddes 1986, 105) in some otherwise corruptbureaucracies. This example also illustratesa way in which the strengthof selection for ph of
the chief induced by internalpromotion might be enhanced, with likely beneficial
consequences for the welfare of the public.
In section 4, the chief's influence on the choice of the next chief was limited to
firing or not firing the internal promotion candidate. A more general model that
allows the chief a wider range of actions to influencethat choice could be a topic for
futureresearch.
Appendix
Proof of proposition 1
The public's first-ordercondition (6) can be written as e = f '(1 - 1), implicitly
U
determining l *(e). We then have de =-f "fdl *, or dl*/de = - 1/f " > 0.
Conditionensuring no more than one local maximumfor (1 - e)l *: A sufficient
condition is that the derivative of (1 - e)l* is always decreasing. This condition
can be expressed in terms of derivatives of the production function f We have
(d/de)[(1 - e)l*] = (1 - e)dl*/de - 1* = (1 - e)(- 1/f ") - 1*; (d/de)2[(1 - e)l*] =
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1/f" + (1 - e)f "/(f ")2dl*/de = 2/f " + (1 - e)f"'/(f ")2. The condition can
thereforebe written as 2f" + (1 - e)f."' < 0 or 2f" + (1 -f')f."' < 0.
Proof of proposition 2
We differentiatethe representativedeputy'sfirst-ordercondition (8) and rearrange
to get {-u'[(T - s NR)/N]2 + 8(a2A/az7)(u2(R-T/n)
=
-Eu2(ct*+))}dz7
Conditions (i) and (iii) on A, U2 <
_3(a2
Alaz ae 1(u2R-T/n)-Eu2(c7?l))det.
0, andthe assumptionthatthe deputyis worse off if firedensurethatthe coefficients
on both dz* and det are positive.
U

Proof of proposition 3
We can rewrite the chief's first-order condition (10) as qP'(z*)(dz*/det) +
u2n(d/det)[(1 - et)l7] = 0. Clearly, this condition can be satisfied only if the
second term is negative (if implicit tax revenue is increasing in rt). Differentiating
and rearranging, we obtain {jP"(dz*/det)2 + P'(d2z*/de2) + u2'{n(d/det)
[(1 - et)l*]}2 + u n(d/det)2 [(1 - et)l*]}deP =-,qP'(dz */det)dq. The last two
terms in the coefficient on de* are negative and the first term is non-positive, while
the second term is unsigned. The second term must be non-positive or dominated
both for the second-ordercondition for a maximum to hold and for de7*/dq> 0
U
to hold.
Proof of proposition 4
We differentiate the deputy's first-order condition (8') and rearrange to get
{-u'

T2 + 8(a2A/at4)[

u

+ u2(n(1 -

e7*1)1* 1) + eEP(z* 1) -

(Eu1t?1

+

-8(aA/azt)EP(z7*1)de. The coefficients on dz* and de are
U
unambiguouslypositive.

Eu2(ct*+l))]}dzt*

=

Proof that dz*/dO < 0: The deputy'sfirst-ordercondition can now be rewritten
as u ((1 - zt)T

-

T/n)T = -8(aA(zt,et)/azt)[ui/0

+ u2(n(1 - e* 1)l?1*) +

eEP(z*K1)/6 - (Eu1t+10/ + Eu2(c* 1))], where we have divided through both
U
sides by 0. It is clear that 0 has the opposite effect on Z* from (.
Proof of proposition 5 We begin by noting that
Goo
t+

1 (

(1A(zI(e-(A),
z), (e)))

= (

-

+|

=O
(P) +

J

C(")

t (n)

J

et
Gp(a)A(z7(e(7q),a), e7(Qq))dadq

e
da
((a)A(z*(e*(?) I a), (*q))

-A (z *(e * r,r,e

*()

)dr,

(Al1)
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where the first line is equation (12) in the text and in the second line we have
droppedthe time subscripteverywhere except on i/ because all of the otherfunctions are invariantwith respect to time. Define
A(N

(pb)

N)-

o(a) A(z *(e*()

t

a), e ()da

-A(z (e ()b),

e*()db.

Integratingboth sides of (Al) from 7 to iB,we have
t

)= @F(n) +f

(A2)

tCn)A(,)d

First we want to show that T%() 'To0( )= (iB), that is, that the institution of
internalpromotionimprovesthe distributionof the chief's ph even without positive
feedback. Intuitively,this should hold because a higher ph deputy is more likely to
be promoted:AA/Ala= (aA/az)(dz*/d') < 0. The proof uses this fact to establish
1
C c (?)
thatA (i, r) < 0 for 7 < I < oo, which is sufficientto show that Tt+ (I)
by (A2). First, we note that A(O,r) = A(oo,r) = 0. Then we show that A(', r)
cannot have a local maximum:
(p(a) A(z*(e *(77), a), e*(r)) da - A(z *(e *(?7,7),

(p()(

aAla/
Aa2
a2A/8

(a Ala ')I

=

B-s

Next, if we can establish that kt+,(

(')9A/Ai

)-

Jt(i)

> 0 when aA/Al
implies

Tt+2(i)

=

e "'(,q)))

0.

Tt+?("),

then,

since V(I) ? (7I), we will have proved that the distributionof the chief's ph
improvesmonotonicallywith time in the sense of first-orderstochastic dominance.
First-differencing(A2), we obtain
rw
tt+

n-tt~~1

)

=

('/+ 1iCq) - i/t(,q))A (,4,q)dm

f

(A3)

Integrationby parts of the right-handside of (A3) yields
'
(Tt + 1(q) - Tt (,q))A ( ', q) I--(tt_0

+ 1(q) - Tt (,q))

(8A(,)/)dq,

which reduces (A3) to
Tt+ 2 ()-Tt+

(J 1 )

=

M-

-

+ 1(,O)tt (-))

(8A(d

(A3')
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since Tt () = Lt(n) =0 and Tt+JI(oo) = 'Pt(Xo) = 1. If we can now show that AA(, )/
ah7< 0 for q < q'< oo,then (A3') yields the desiredresult.The proof follows exactly
the same lines as the proof thatA( ', ,) < 0 for q <7 < oo,substitutinga2A/la a for
aA/a. Thus, we need only establish that a2A/a'an <O. We have
a2Ala -aq = [(a2A/az2)(dz*/de)

+ a2A/azae](de*/dr,)(dz*/di)

+ (aA/az) (d2z*/di-de)(de*/d7c).

(A4)

It can be shown that d2z*/ldUde> 0. This is an example of what is called the
'responsivenesseffect' in Rauch (1995a): deputieswith higherph have more to lose
by being fired and thus increase z more in response to increases in the chief's
supervisoryeffort. Thus, the responsiveness effect tends to make the chief's effort
more effective in discriminatingbetween high and low ph deputies as it increases
with time. We can therefore see that of the three terms on the right-handside of
(A4) only the first term is non-negative.The intuitionbehind this ambiguity is that
as the increased supervision by the chief drives the deputy to reduce his corrupt
activities, the difference in behaviourbetween high and low ph deputies may narrow (in the most extreme case any deputy chooses zt = 1 regardlessof ph) so that
supervision has less discriminatoryeffect. Assuming that the first term is dominated (it does not exist if 92A/az2 = 0), our proof that Jt improves monotonically
with time in the sense of first-orderstochastic dominance is complete.
It remainsto be shown that t+ (I) converges to i*() as defined above. First,
note that Tt+ (') is a monotonic bounded sequence for each 7. It follows that
must converge.Define Jl*i(m,)
Now integratethe second
+I
kt+
=tlim
term on the right-handside of (A2) by parts to obtain
Tt+ 1

(C=(14) 71 + A (7', ?-fJtt 71~~~~~~~~7
(Cq) (8A
(,)/a,)dq.

(A2')

Using the monotone convergence theorem, we have
T* ()=

CF(7) + A ( ,oo)-

T

((A

laq) dq.

6
Workingbackwardsfrom (A2') to (Al), we have our result.16
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